An Approach to Testing Banking Software Using Metamorphic Relations
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Abstract—Software systems used for banking are crucial for daily operations and are considered to be part of critical infrastructure; however, testing the functions of these highly reusable systems can be difficult due to the project's complexity and the absence of a reliable oracle. In software testing, the Oracle problem directs to the difficulty of deciding whether the software's observed behavior is correct. To address this issue, we suggest utilizing metamorphic testing (MT), which tests the banking system's functionalities based on their properties. Metamorphic testing is a software testing technique where multiple inputs are generated for a program, then those inputs are transformed based on a pre-defined set of rules. The resulting outputs are then compared to the original outputs to verify that the program works correctly. Metamorphic relations (MRs) are a fundamental concept in metamorphic testing. They define the relationships between the input and output of a system under test and specify how they should change in response to input transformations. Through a case study, we introduce new metamorphic relations to test banking functions and demonstrate the effectiveness of using these MRs. The study results indicate that this is a feasible and efficient approach using an alternative to a test oracle when testing complex E-type (i.e., real-world) software.

Index Terms—Metamorphic Testing, Oracle Problem, Banking Software, Mutation Testing

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in science and technology have led to significant evolution in the software industry in recent years [1]. With the increasing demand for E-type software in modern society, most applications involve complicated scientific calculations and data processing, necessitating software engineers to ensure that they meet all the requirements for reliability [2]. E-type systems refer to real-world systems [3]. One of Lehman's [2] Laws states that E-type systems are constantly evolving, and their complexity is continuously increasing unless something is purposely done to minimize it. Banking systems are highly reusable E-type systems and their functionality directly affects the growth of the commercial banking industry. Therefore, developing and testing banking software are crucial phases in the software lifecycle for the growth of the industry, and efficient validation and verification techniques are necessary for maintaining the reusability of these banking applications. Consumer demands for banking software have risen, leading to more complex projects and further research into various aspects of banking software [1]. Software testing is a continuous process throughout the banking system project lifecycle and is essential for its progress. The testing of banking systems requires high complexity, security, and accuracy, and customers expect tools for easy transactions and access to financial organizations’ services [4]. Banking software has complex designs and multi-layered workflows and offers various features and functions, handling sensitive data like customers’ financial and personal information [5]. Therefore, software testing for banking applications must be precise, as any lack of test coverage can lead to data breaches, loss of funds, banking fraud, and other criminal activities [4].

Testing is a crucial aspect of the development process of banking software to ensure that the system behaves correctly. Testing bears more than 50% of the total software development costs, as it is an expensive, time-consuming, and complex activity [6]. The process of testing is often prone to human error. Creating dependable software systems remains an ongoing challenge, and researchers and practitioners continuously explore more efficient methods to test software [1]. Test cases are performed on the system under test during the testing process. A test oracle, either automated or manual, is then used to determine whether it acted as anticipated [1]. In either case, the actual output is compared with the expected outcome.

The challenge of Test Oracle arises when testing complex software. It occurs when it is difficult to determine whether the program outputs on test cases are correct [7]. Banking software often has intricate functionality, which can exacerbate the Oracle problem in their system. For instance, with an electronic payment service, there may be situations where the consumer needs clarification on how much should be charged for a given input. The challenge becomes even more pronounced when the payment concerns transfer charges among different bank accounts or currency exchange applications.

Metamorphic Testing (MT) is a technique that has proven helpful in certain circumstances to address the challenge of the oracle problem [8]. The principle behind Metamorphic Testing (MT) [9] is that it might be easier to analyze the relations between the results of multiple test executions, which are referred to as metamorphic relations (MRs), rather than specifying the input-output behavior of a system [9]. MT employs MRs to determine system properties, which automatically alter the initial test input into follow-up test input [9]. If the system
fails to meet the MRs when tested with the initial and follow-up input, it is inferred that it is defective [11].

A significant amount of study has focused on creating Metamorphic Testing (MT) methods for specific areas such as computer graphics, web services, and embedded systems [13]. Our research aims to apply MT to tackle the test oracle problem in banking software. We aim to systematically define metamorphic relations that capture banking function properties (i.e., characteristics that are compromised when the system is at risk) and automate testing using these metamorphic relations.

We examine how MT applies to banking software testing and convey a case study. This paper delivers the following contributions:

- An approach to investigate and uncover the essential points when utilizing MT to test banking software.
- A list of new MRs for banking functions.
- To show the applicability of the proposed MRs, we conduct a case study on bank software functionalities. The study indicates the relevance of using MT to test banking functions. We also employed mutation analysis to assess the efficiency of the MT approach.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces underlying concepts related to MT and mutation analysis. Section III presents a framework of MT for banking software and reports on a case study where MT tests major banking functions. Section IV discusses the results of the case study. The next Section V discusses the threats to validity of the experiment. Section VI discusses the related works done in this area. Lastly, Section VII concludes the paper by pointing out potential future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section introduces relevant literature and concepts related to Banking application testing, MT, and mutation analysis.

A. Testing Bank Application

The banking industry has changed remarkably due to rapidly growing and innovative technology. Due to the complicated features integrated into banking software, it is regarded as one of the most sophisticated and complex enterprise solutions [4]. The daily transactions carried out through the banking system require accurate data, high scalability, and reliability. Therefore, testing this software under various conditions ensures its efficiency. Moreover, the banking sector requires robust reporting mechanisms to record and instantly monitor transactions and user interactions [5]. Testing is essential to ensure that banking software functions well and effectively. Functional testing of banking software is distinct from standard software testing as these applications handle customers’ financial data and money, making it necessary to conduct thorough testing [4]. No critical business scenario should be overlooked during testing.

B. Metamorphic Testing

Metamorphic testing is a technique that can help solve the well-known test oracle problem. It is developed by Chen et al. [9] to check if a program satisfies a set of previously defined properties known as Metamorphic Relations. It determines how input changes should affect a program’s output. If the program fails to meet these expected relations, it could indicate the presence of faults. To use metamorphic testing, a suitable set of MRs should be identified, and a set of initial test cases created. Input changes defined by the MRs are then applied to develop follow-up test cases. The initial and follow-up test cases are then executed, and a fault may exist if the output does not behave according to the predicted MR. Metamorphic testing helps identify defects in programs without test oracles because it examines the input and output relationship between multiple program executions, even when the correct result of each execution is unknown [13]. For example, the SINE function \( y = \sin(x) \) can be tested using MT by using the property that adding \( 2\pi \) to the input angle does not change the output (i.e., \( \sin(x) = \sin(x + 2\pi) \)). If this property is violated, it indicates a failure in the function’s implementation.

C. Mutation Testing

Mutation testing is a typically used practice for evaluating the efficacy of testing strategies and adequacy of test suites [14]. This approach involves applying mutation operators to the tested program, which introduces various faults and generates a set of mutant variants. A test case is considered to "kill" a mutant if it causes the mutant to exhibit behavior different from the original program [14]. The number of killed mutants is used to calculate the mutation score (MS), which measures the thoroughness of a test suite in killing mutants [14]. The MS is calculated using the following formula:

\[
MS = \frac{M_k}{M_t - M_e}
\]

where the number of killed mutants is denoted as \( M_k \), the total number of mutants is denoted as \( M_t \), and the number of equivalent mutants is denoted as \( M_e \) (i.e., mutants that always behave the same way). Automatically generated mutants are thought to be more similar to real-life faults than manually seeded ones. Therefore, the mutation score effectively indicates the testing technique’s effectiveness. In this study, the mutation analysis technique is used to assess the efficacy of our testing method.

III. METAMORPHIC TESTING FOR BANKING APPLICATIONS

A. Approach

In developing software systems for business purposes, the end-users must be confident that the application is performing as expected. However, testing every possible usage scenario can be challenging for developers. As a result, it is necessary to employ a testing technique that allows for the revision of
executed tests. MT offers an appropriate solution for testing applications without requiring oracles.

Figure 1 illustrates the MT framework for testing banking application functions. Metamorphic relationships (MRs) are a critical component of the framework since they determine the generation of test cases and the evaluation of results. When used to test banking applications, we first extract metamorphic property specifications from the function’s description and identify the MRs. We then use the identified MRs to generate the follow-up test cases from the initial test cases. A test executor executes the follow-up test cases on the system under test. The outputs produced by the program being tested is compared with the follow-up test cases using a test evaluator to establish whether the MR has been satisfied or violated. If any MR is violated, we can say it has detected a fault in the system.

This section outlines the approach employed that can validate the MT framework’s effectiveness in testing banking functions. The study focuses on key banking functionalities and identifies corresponding MRs. The effectiveness of MT is assessed through mutation analysis. The findings indicate that MT is capable of detecting approximately 75% of mutants (i.e., faulty programs), thereby demonstrating its efficacy as a testing technique.

B. Subject Program

This study focuses on testing the functionality of banking software by examining three commonly used features: Deposit, Withdrawal, and Transfer. The Deposit function is relatively simple and involves adding money to an existing account. On the other hand, the Withdrawal function is more complex and consists in withdrawing cash from an existing account. It only performs the withdraw function if the account has enough balance. Lastly, the Transfer function transfers money from the current account to other accounts with a commission fee associated with the transfer type. These functions are generated using the guidelines for general banking software [12] and they are all implemented in Java.

C. Metamorphic Relations

Choosing appropriate MRs is crucial when testing an application using MT. There are some guidelines that are available for determining MRs based on the program’s specifications. Chen et al. [9] suggested that the MRs affecting the significant functionalities’ performance are more effective. They also recommended using MRs that can produce diverse program executions. Based on these guidelines, we identified a set of MRs for each function, which are listed in Table I. Each function has some MRs derived from the function’s specification. Table I contains the MR names and the relationship between initial and follow-up test inputs. Here, the initial input is \((I_i)\) and output is \((O_i)\). The follow-up input is \((I_f)\) and output is \((O_f)\).
This MR says that for the follow-up input \( I_f \), if we add a credit \( C \), the follow-up output \( O_f \) will increase accordingly from the initial output \( O_i \), i.e., \( O_f > O_i \).

\[
I_f = I_i + C, \text{ the follow-up output will increase accordingly from the initial output, i.e., } O_f > O_i.
\]

### D. Test Case Generation

To carry out MT, test cases are created based on the MRs. Several methods can be used to generate the initial test cases, such as generating specific test values, random test values, or iterative test values. Among these methods, random test value generation is preferred for MT as it is cost-efficient and unbiased [10]. Hence, this study used random test value generation to produce the source test cases. Follow-up test cases are then developed using the MRs described in Table I.

### E. Evaluation

In order to assess the efficacy of MT, we utilize mutation analysis. We create Junit test cases for the functions based on the MRs. Then we use mutation operators to introduce faults into the implementation of the functions automatically using the PIT mutation testing tool [15]. This resulted in 16 mutants. Usually, equivalent mutants are excluded from experiments. However, this mutation testing tool does not create equivalent mutants. Test suites are generated using the MRs outlined in Table I, which is then used to test the subject programs. We use the mutation score (MS) metric to measure the effectiveness of MT. When a mutant is killed, it is considered a detected fault.

### IV. Results

In this section, we present the results of our experiment, where we utilized mutation analysis to assess the efficacy of our MT framework. We used the PIT mutation tool to generate the mutants listed in Table II. In Table III, we summarize the test efficiency of MT mainly by measuring its Mutation Score (MS) and Test Strength. The following describes the information listed in Table III.

- **Line coverage** shows the percentage of lines covered by the tests.
- **Mutation coverage** shows how many mutants are killed from the total mutants.
- **The MS** measures the percentage of mutants killed out of all mutants (i.e., excluding the equivalent mutants) created without test coverage [15].
- **Test Strength** measures the ratio of mutants killed out of all mutants with test coverage [15]. The Test Strength metric does not include mutants that survive due to a lack of coverage [15]. This metric is considered a better metric than MS when validating builds. It is also shown as a percentage.
For each function, the overall performance of MT is shown. Moreover, the last row of the table presents the overall performance of MT when we consider the testing results of all functions and all MRs together. The effectiveness of each MR can be compared using their MS and test strength for each function. Among all the MRs, for the deposit function, MR1, MR2, MR3, and MR4 are more effective than MR5. For example, MR1, MR2, MR3, and MR4 have an MS of 50% with 93% line coverage, while MR5 has an MS of 33% with 64% line coverage. When all 5 MRs are combined, the MS increases to 67% with 100% line coverage. However, when test strength is used, the effectiveness of MR5 increases to 40%, as mutants that survive due to lack of coverage are not counted.

With the withdrawal function and considering all MRs, MR1, MR2, MR3, and MR4 are more effective, while MR5 and MR6 are less effective. This can be seen in the mutation score (MS) of each MR, where MR1, MR2, MR3, and MR4 have an MS of 44% with 82% line coverage, while MR5 has an MS of 22% with 53% line coverage, and MR6 has an MS of 33% with 71% line coverage. When all six MRs are considered, the MS increases to 67% with 100% line coverage. However, when using the test strength metric, it can be seen that MR5 becomes more effective with a score of 40% and MR6 with a score of 38% since the mutants that survive due to lack of coverage are not counted.

Regarding the transfer function and all the generated MRs, MR1, MR2, MR3, and MR4 are more effective than MR5 and MR6. Specifically, MR1, MR2, MR3, and MR4 have a higher MS of 44% with 82% line coverage compared to MR5’s MS of 22% with 53% line coverage. When all 6 MRs are taken into account, the MS increases to 67% with 100% line coverage.
However, by using test strength, it becomes apparent that the effectiveness of MR5 increases to 40% and MR6 to 38% since the mutants that survive due to lack of coverage are not taken into consideration.

Finally, if all 17 MRs are utilized collectively, they can eliminate up to 75% of all mutants, and the combined value of both MS and test strength is greater than that of any individual MR. This implies that, as long as there are no concerns about testing expenses, many MRs as possible should be employed to create test suites.

V. Threats to Validity

Possible risks exist when validating the examined MT framework in this study. Two types of threats are discussed: external and internal threats [16]. One of the significant external threats to validation is the ability to generalize the study results to other cases. The study utilized a demo banking application with mathematical functions that perform standard calculations and a relatively small data set. Therefore, the results may not explicitly confirm that this approach will work for industrial-sized software.

The PIT mutation testing tool is used to produce mutation analysis for the experiments. The method utilizes a third-party tool, which may contain potential faults which could threaten the proposed method. This type of threat could occur concerning internal validity.

VI. Related Work

When an oracle is absent, the effectiveness of testing techniques is limited. The use of metamorphic testing (MT) in this paper is effective in conducting testing without requiring an oracle. MT has been utilized to address the Oracle problem in fault-based testing and symbolic execution. Several studies have examined the oracle problem in various fields. However, there needs to be research on the functional testing of banking software using MT. In one case study, Chen et al. [17] injected a seeded fault into a program that implemented partial differential equations. They compared the efficacy of special test cases versus MT in catching defects. While special test cases missed seeing the fault, MT could identify it by employing only one metamorphic relation. Aruna and Prasad [18] suggested multiple MRs for multi-precision arithmetic software, which is evaluated with four mathematical projects and mutation testing. The banking functions share similarities with these mathematical processes. Therefore, we attempted to assess these functions using MT.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

This study confirms that the MT framework is suitable for evaluating banking functions and that MT is an efficient and effective testing technique even without an oracle. MT can test a banking application’s deposit, withdrawal, and transfer functions without needing oracles, which is a significant advantage for testing complex banking functions. The experimental results demonstrate that MT can detect up to 75% of mutants, indicating its high fault detection capability.

For future work, we plan to extend the testing of the banking software beyond the function level and assess the security aspects of the banking application using MT. We also aim to improve the automation capability of MT by predicting MRs based on program execution flow. This will help the developers so they don’t have to define the MRs manually. Additionally, we intend to conduct further empirical studies to evaluate the effectiveness of MT for banking software with more complicated functions and deploy the framework to test various financial and payment applications.
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